HOW EFFECTIVE SALES REPS SPEND THEIR TIME

HOW EFFECTIVE
ARE YOUR SALES
REPS?
Learn how effective sales reps spend their
time and the bottom-line impact this can
have on a distributor organization
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Sales Management Software
Designed for Distributors in
an Easy-to-Implement
“Software as a Service” Model
Distribution is a tough industry. Everyday
new competitors start-up in your own
backyard. Margins are eroding. Costs are
increasing. New sales are harder to find
than ever.
SMP is set apart from the competition by
its “Software as a Service” or SaaS model,
providing hosted applications for CRM,
sales and marketing collaboration, as well
as e-marketing. We license our products
to customers, allowing them on-demand
access to Sales Management Plus and
MarketPro. This service model eliminates
the overhead of server purchases, regular
maintenance, dedicated IT staff, and
takes the burden of ongoing backup and
disaster recovery planning off of the
client. Our service model allows us to
handle all that for you.

Sales Management
Plus: Distributionspecific CRM

SMP Mobile: Solutions
to bring your data in and
out of your office

DataView: Profiling,
analysis, meaningful
data and instant graphs

MarketPro: Rich
electronic marketing
campaigns designed for
distributors

ERP Integrations to
leading distribution
systems like Eclipse,
P21, Infor SX.e, Mincron
and more
Support and training
from a team with years
of experience in the
distribution industry
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The world of distribution sales has changed in a number of ways over the past few
years. Your sales representatives face a whole new generation of buyers, engineers,
plant managers, job supervisors and other contacts. This new generation is used to
instant gratification in every aspect of their business – from the apps on their smart
phones, from their business intelligence dashboards and especially from the vendors
and suppliers they work with. In this new world, your buyers can find anything they
want in a moment’s notice on the Internet, making your reps’ jobs even more difficult.
In this new environment, the most successful distribution organizations are the ones
with the sales reps who are the most focused in adding value during their sales
processes. You have to consistently demonstrate that you can add value beyond an
online shopping cart or other local competitor.
Distribution sales reps are pulled in many directions. It can be difficult to focus on the
areas that add the most value to your customers. Fortunately, the combination of
distribution-specific CRM with solid business intelligence tools has created a modern
platform for driving value, having meaningful conversations, earning new share of
wallet and more. Thirty years ago, ERP systems were fairly new in the distribution
industry. Many distributors even used paper-based processes to serve their clients,
something you would never even dream of now. Today, running your business with a
distribution ERP system is a given. The next phase of technology adoption will be CRM
combined with business intelligence to help your team continue to deliver the unique
value your customers demand.
In this Green Paper, we will explore how the most effective distribution sales reps are
using CRM and business intelligence to:
• Stay focused during their sales process
• Save time by automating tedious tasks
• Achieve better penetration in their territories and accounts
• Add value during their meetings with customers

What Do Effective Reps Do?

Obviously there are many different ways to analyze the differences between effective
and ineffective sales reps. Effective reps often have many favorable personality traits,
an inborn drive and a higher level of smarts than ineffective reps. Unfortunately, it is
almost impossible coach or reproduce things like personality and smarts. But what
you can coach is behavior. You can analyze what the best reps in your organization are
actually doing on a day-to-day basis and help your less effective reps to mirror their
behaviors.
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So what are some of the biggest differences we see between effective and ineffective
reps? Simply put, effective reps find a way to spend more time driving value for your
company and your customers and less time on less valuable tasks.
LESS TIME ON REACTIONARY ACTIVITIES
THAT DISTRACT FROM SALES
Preparing for sales calls, since their CRM
and BI tools give them the information
they need on demand.
Building quotes and proposals.
Working ineffective and out-dated sales
tools.
Hunting down service issues, product mix
information, etc.
Making excuses for not being prepared
and organized.
Responding to customer requests.

MORE TIME ON PROACTIVE ACTIVITIES
THAT ADD VALUE
Positioning value during the sales call.

Understanding their buyers’ real needs.
Finding ways to cross-sell into their major
accounts.
Building relationships.
Looking professional in front of the
customer.
Driving new customer behavior with solid
preparation.

On Target Sales Calls

As we noted above, CRM and business intelligence is quickly becoming a requirement
for running your distribution business, just as ERP systems became a requirement
many years prior. In fact, according to the Aberdeen Group, 67% of companies are in
the process of expanding their use of their CRM system right now.1
Even the best reps make mistakes from time to time, confusing one prospect with
another or missing important calls. But your CRM system can keep this confusion to a
minimum by helping your reps stay focused and on target during their calls.
Great reps fully embrace the activity management in your CRM system because it
helps them stay focused and actually adds to their satisfaction levels by driving and
recording their accomplishments. Great reps know that you cannot keep track of
everything they need to do to be successful in their heads or on scraps of paper. They
follow systems for recording tasks and acting on them.
Your CRM is a great system for this process. Many times the difference of a good call
and a bad call comes down to two elements: timing and preparation. A CRM system
1

http://www.gosmp.com/2015/09/07/1342/
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that is integrated into your ERP system helps you with timing because you understand
the patterns of behaviors and specific needs of your customers. You know when and
what they like to purchase so that you can meet their needs instead of randomly
targeting prospects and customers. Your CRM system also helps you better prepare
for your sales calls by tracking history, conversations, notes, and other important
information so that you can stay on track during each call.
There are so many benefits from using a CRM system such as some of the following.
Keeping track of future activities
No rep can keep track of every pending item without a good CRM system. The best
reps plan well beyond their current day with activities for the coming weeks, months
and year. These reps schedule calls and tasks for specifically timed days. Sales
managers can view and analyze these tasks and behaviors to help their entire team
succeed.
Keeping track of history
When each activity is completed, your CRM maintains an electronic trail of exactly
what you did, when you did it and who was involved. This makes your follow-up calls
even more powerful.
Simplifying planning
You can use activities in your CRM system to coordinate particular promotions and
assign activities to your team. This makes your team much more efficient and is
especially helpful when you have turnover on your sales team or realign your sales
territories.
Accessing data on the road with mobile tools
Of course, with SMP all this is available to your reps on the go from their smart
phones. This keeps them on track even when they are out of the office and helps them
complete their activities while going from one appointment to another.

Preparation Is The Key

Good preparation is probably the most important predictor of a successful sales call.
This is about more than just scheduling and completing activities – it’s about being
adding value in every customer interaction. Your CRM can help your reps prepare for
great calls and meetings in several important ways.
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Developing rapport
Great sales reps know how to connect with their prospects. Good preparation helps
build rapport because your reps can track and review key conversations and hot
button issues. By spending more time on specific customer needs right away, your
reps look more professional and instantly earn more trust than your competitors’ reps.
It allows your reps to spend more time asking the right questions and then listening,
rather than taking up time with unnecessary information. And remember, one of the
most important things your reps can provide to a buyer that no online shopping cart
can is a great relationship with great rapport.
Understanding your prospect’s business
Your CRM system can help you prepare for you calls by quickly reminding you of your
prospects’ industry, problems, needs, sales history and more. With business
intelligence and reporting tools built in, you can also compare similar customers to
offer new value by demonstrating trends in their industry.
Making the prospect feel unique
No two buyers are exactly alike and no buyer wants to feel like they are just another
customer number in your system. You cannot always know the current needs of each
prospect before picking up the phone; however, understanding your entire account list
and industry trends allows you to make some assumptions that can speed the
prospect along during your call. For example, you can review the history of similar
customers and make a list of the challenges they face. Your CRM can even provide a
centralized repository of sales and marketing tools to help you keep the conversation
going after your initial call or meeting.
Dictating notes
One way effective reps use their CRM system is to “talk,” their customer meeting
notes, task updates and phone call notes directly into their CRM activities. This can be
done simply by using the built-in voice recognition inside of their smart phone while
they are logged into SMP Mobile.

Smarter Follow Up

Of course, there is a lot more to sales than just a single call or meeting. Building longterm relationships with customers requires consistent and valuable follow up as well.
Unfortunately, most reps do little more than “check in,” as their follow up activity.
When you tell a prospect, “I’m just calling to check in,” what the prospect really hears
is, “you are just another random person on my list that who I chose to annoy for no
particular reason.”
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The most effective reps know that good relationships require them to provide value in
every interaction they have with their customers and prospects. Here is a simple threepart follow up process that can help you add value.
1. Thank them for your relationship. It sounds easy, but many reps simply forget to
thank their customers. It’s more than just common courtesy. By reminding them
of the importance they have in your business, you are also reminding them of
the importance you have in theirs. A genuine “thank you,” makes your
customers feel good and helps them feel at ease in the rest of the conversation.
It also provides a great segue in discussion about how you can help them in the
future. It could sound something like this: “Chuck, I wanted to call to thank you
for your friendship and your business this month. We were really happy to help
with your special order for the Henderson job. It made me think that maybe we
should talk about ways to proactively meet the needs of you upcoming jobs.
Would you have some time to discuss those projects?”
2. Offer trends and advice. Your customers will return to the distributors who help
them improve their businesses. When your reps offer information about your
customers’ industry, trends, insights into their business and tips on how you
have helped others like them, they feel like you are a real partner. That part of
your follow up could sound something like this: “I’ve been thinking a lot lately
about something you told me last month about the new expansion you’re
planning. We’ve helped a number of our customers with training and
installations, would that be something that would smooth out your transition?”
Or, “One of our vendors is preparing a series of invitation-only product
demonstrations and I’d like to take you and Bob along if you’re free.”
3. Don’t start the call without planning your levels of commitment. One of the
reasons reps who call to simply “check in,” don’t’ get new business is that they
aren’t prepared to ask for it. Start your call with the end in mind by thinking
about the largest level of commitment you can ask for, usually an order. Then,
work your way down to lower levels of commitment, such as another
appointment or an account review. That way you can always move the
relationship forward with every follow up call and record that information in your
CRM for future calls.

Better Penetration Into Accounts

One important characteristic of effective reps is their ability to drive more business
from each customer through higher order size and higher frequency. Marketers call
this “Increasing Share of Wallet,” which is the portion of your customer’s total budget
that they spend with you versus your competitors.
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A solid CRM system allows you to earn more wallet share from each customer by
identifying their purchasing behavior, comparing it to similar customers and then
approaching them to buy more from you. Many customers would prefer to reduce the
number of their purchases by consolidating with their favorite distributor, but they may
not understand the depth of your product lines. By better educating them you can earn
more of their business and improve customer loyalty at the same time.
Your CRM system can provide you with a customer report card that gives you a
summary of previous purchases organized by product lines. This makes it easy for
your reps to ask for more business by identifying and discussing product lines that
meet more of your customers’ needs.

Your Action Plan For Making Your Reps More Effective

Helping your reps become more effective requires a long-term plan for instilling
consistent sales behaviors driven by technology. Our suggestions for your action plan
include:
• Automation. CRM and business intelligence is no longer a “nice to have,” in your
business. It is a requirement. There is no other way to remain competitive in
today’s distribution industry and with competition from all fronts such as new
competitor branches, online sales, manufacturers selling direct and more. If you
do not have a distribution-centric CRM and business intelligence platform, you
should first spend some time investigating how to implement one with your
team. SMP can help you with that automation.
• Company alignment. Align your marketing team, product specialists, sales reps
and others in your organization so that everyone is pulling the oars in the same
direction. Everyone on your team needs to be able to jump in to help win more
deals and prepare more quotes. By having one centralized repository of
customer information, sales history, marketing assets, talk notes and more, your
entire team can face all of your new challenges together with the same tools
and messages.
• Use mobile tools. According to Aberdeen Group, best in class companies are
three times as likely to have fully mobile sales teams.2 Most of us organize our
entire day with our smartphones, tablets and Microsoft SurfacePro devices,
which are gaining a lot of use among distributors because of their ability to
blend laptops and tablets all in a single device. Your reps will be much more
effective when you give them access to critical data from anywhere they work.
Effective reps make the most of their time in the field, and mobile tools help

2
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•

them access data, manage activities and take notes, all of which help add value
to your customer relationships.
Focus on share of wallet. Make sure your reps are prepared to ask for more
business by planning effective follow up calls and meetings, training them on
cross-selling opportunities, helping them identify trends among like customers
and providing them with customer report cards from your CRM system.

The Bottom Line

As you can see, it will soon become unthinkable for a distributor to not have a CRM
and business intelligence platform in place. The efficiencies provided by a distributioncentric solution like SMP make it one of the most obvious investments your company
should consider this year. In fact, Nucleus Research3 determined that for every dollar
you spend on CRM, your company gets $8.71 back and their research seems to
indicate that the ROI continues to rise each year.
The bottom line benefits don’t stop there. Here are some results that are typical for
SMP users that explain why distributors are making a CRM and business intelligence
platform their number one IT priority this year:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15-20% increases in deal close rates
25%+ increases in customer retention
40% increase in account penetration
40%+ increase in sales rep productivity with mobile tools
200% increase in accurate account information
Overall increased revenue from both new customer adds and loyal customer
purchases
Faster sales rep and territory ramp up times
Increase in employee satisfaction with modern tools

About SMP

Durable goods distributors deserve powerful, efficient and integrated sales
management software built to save time, increase sales and optimize their sales and
marketing efforts. With more than fifteen years of proven success in the distribution
industry and integrations to the leading distribution software systems, SMP
understands your unique needs and opportunities.
We believe distributors need a sales management system that:

3
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•
•

•
•
•

Leverages proven sales and marketing techniques from the best-in-class
companies in the distribution industry.
Integrates easily with distributors’ legacy and new business system platforms
like Eclipse, Prophet 21, Infor SX.enterprise, Mincron, MS Dynamics , and many
others.
Provides powerful tools that help distribution sales leaders to categorize sales.
Combines real-world distribution experience with advanced cloud-based
technology.
Provides comprehensive solutions to sales, marketing and customer support.

Most importantly, we didn’t set out to build the typical kind of CRM system that forces
you and your team to adapt to our processes—we set out to build a system that would
match distribution best practices from your first day of installation. No other sales
management system integrates directly to your distribution software system to gather
data, provide actionable analysis and help you create specific sales and marketing
plans that lead to growth. We understand how you run your business—from identifying
and reaching potential customers all the way to post-sales follow-up and customer
marketing.
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